Did you know that Gilt Edged Promotions are also a major supplier of branded promotional clothing, corporate gifts and technology products? Branded promotional products are our life and we thrive on delivering inspiring solutions for our customers in a wide variety of sectors.

Contact us today to find out how we can help you.

Gilt Edged Promotions Ltd
Kings Park Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton, NN3 6LL.

Email: sales@giltedged.co.uk

Call us on
01604 671671
or visit our website
www.giltedged.co.uk
Welcome

Welcome to Gilt Edged Promotions. We are delighted to bring you this catalogue of exclusive, high quality notebooks, calendars and diaries. All our products are crafted with care and we take great pride in what we do. We thrive on offering you only the best possible products in the market.

Serving you with over 30 years of experience

We have been manufacturing diaries since 1986. Promotional products are our life and we are delighted to serve our customers old and new. All our diaries, notebooks and calendars are finished in house and can be customised to your requirements.

The combination of a high quality product with your own branding is what you can expect from Gilt Edged. Our notebooks, calendars and diaries will give you a wealth of brand exposure, throughout the year.

Contact our experienced team to discuss your requirements and branding options. We are certain to have a product to suit every requirement, taste and budget.

The Gilt Edged Family

Everyone at Gilt Edged is here to help. From helping you with enquiries to sending off your delivery, we all work together to provide the best service possible.
How many times have you been frustrated trying to type notes on your tablet or a smartphone and missed having a proper notebook to hand? Many of us still love handwritten notes, and at Gilt Edged we love producing beautiful notebooks. Not just any notebooks but our own brand of myNo™ Notebooks.

Over the next few pages you will find out more about our versatile range of myNo Notebooks. Select your own favourite from the many available options.

Remember that when your notebooks leave our factory they will look ‘uniquely yours’. For information on the branding opportunities and optional extras please see page 58.

“We absolutely love our notebooks from Gilt Edged. They are stylish and robust, and we warmly recommend them to any business or organisation.”

Sharon Egremont
Stannah Lift Services Ltd
myNo™ Colour

myNo Colour is the coloured version of the myNo Classic. Now available in 7 colours using our soft touch Brandhide material. myNo Colour comes with complementary end papers, elasticated straps and ribbons as standard.

Standard features
192 pages | 80gsm paper
Cream feint ruled paper | Acid free paper
Ribbon marker | Elasticated strap enclosure
Sticker sheet

Sizes
myNo™ A5 - 140 x 205mm

Superior paper
A notebook is only as good as its paper. Each of the 192 stitch bound pages in a myNo™ Book is 80gsm and Acid Free.

Little details
Little design details such as the colour matched end papers, ribbon and elasticated strap emphasise the quality.

Handy ideas
Each myNo™ comes with a handy sheet of stickers to help you organise your notes and archive your book.

Standard colours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional extras

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extra</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pen loops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed wraps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind embossing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more details see page 44

Cover material
Brandhide

For more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.

* These colours are also available in a leathertex cover material. Please ask for details.
myNo™ Classic

Gilt Edged’s own brand of myNo notebook delivers exactly what you would expect from a premium quality notebook. myNo Classic has been around since 2013 and is our best-selling notebook. Just like all of our notebooks, it can be personalised to your requirements offering outstanding promotional opportunities.

Superior paper
A notebook is only as good as its paper. Each of the 192 stitch bound pages in a myNo™ Book is 80gsm and Acid Free.

Little details
Little design details such as the colour matched end papers, ribbon and elastic strap emphasise the quality.

Handy ideas
Each myNo™ Notebook comes with a handy sheet of stickers to help you organise your notes and archive your book.

Standard features
192 pages | 80gsm paper
Cream feint ruled paper | Acid free paper
Ribbon marker | Elasticated strap enclosure
Sticker sheet

Sizes
myNo™ A6 - 92 x 142mm
myNo™ A5 - 140 x 205mm
myNo™ XL - 195 x 247mm

Optional extras
- Full colour DigiFlex printing
- Pen loops
- Printed wraps
- Printed paper
- Printed pencils
- Blind embossing
- Foil blocking
- Printed pockets

Options
- Pen loop and pencil

For more details see page 58 - 67.
myNo™ Infinity

Choose our Infinity notebook if you are looking for a complete personalisation. Available in the pantone colour of your choice it has a delightfully textured cover pattern. Choose from one of our standard patterns or create a completely bespoke, unique pattern for you. Anything is achievable with Infinity.

Standard features
- 192 pages | 80gsm paper
- Cream feint ruled paper | Acid free paper
- Ribbon marker | Sticker sheet
- Elasticated strap enclosure (optional)

Sizes
- myNo™ A6 - 92 x 142mm
- myNo™ AS - 140 x 205mm
- myNo™ XL - 195 x 247mm

Optional extras

- Printed wraps
- Pen loops
- Document pockets
- Corner pads
- Padded cover
- Printed covers
- Elasticated strap enclosure

To see our full range of standard Infinity pattern finishes, please visit our website

www.giltedged.co.uk

Ask for more details

Talk to us about your branding requirements

How to create your own unique myNo™ Infinity

Choose a myNo™ size
Choose any Pantone Colour
Choose or create an Infinity pattern finish
Choose any extra you require

Available from 500 units

www.giltedged.co.uk | 01604 671671 | sales@giltedged.co.uk
myNo™ Laminate

You can achieve stunning personalisation with myNo Laminate. With this version of myNo you will have the freedom to achieve a design which wraps around the notebook from cover to cover, including the spine. Any images and photographs can be used as part of the design. myNo Laminate allows an ultimate on-brand notebook experience.

Available from 500 units

Standard features
- 192 pages | 80gsm paper
- Cream feint ruled paper | Acid free paper
- Ribbon marker | Sticker sheet
- Elasticated strap enclosure (optional)

Sizes
- myNo™ A6 - 92 x 142mm
- myNo™ A5 - 140 x 205mm
- myNo™ XL - 195 x 247mm

Optional extras
- Full colour cover
- Tough and durable
- Gloss or matt finish
- Design service

For more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.
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Request your no obligation quote today
The myNo Journal takes the notebook experience to a whole new level. With this flexible product you are in charge of your notebook experience and can achieve a combination of a notebook and a diary all in one. Contact us to find out more about myNo Journal!

**Standard features**
- 192 pages  |  80gsm paper
- Cream fient ruled paper
- Acid free paper
- Ribbon marker
- Elasticated strap enclosure

**Sizes**
myNo™ A5 - 140 x 205mm

**Standard colours**
- Black/Black
- Black/Blue
- Black/Green
- Black/Red

**Cover material**
Brandhide

**Optional extras**
- Pen loops
- Publicity pages
- DigiFlex printing
- Pens & pencils
- Boxes
- Document pockets
- Printed wraps

For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.

myNo Journal is perfect for Bullet Journaling. Learn more at: www.gildedged.co.uk/bullet-journaling/

For more details see page 44.
myNo™ Spiral

myNo Spiral is the spiral bound version of our popular myNo notebook. This version allows you to open the notebook flat on your desk. It can be used with any of our spiral diary covers.

Standard features

- 160 pages
- Small & medium 80gsm paper | Large 100gsm paper
- Cream faint ruled paper

Sizes

- myNo™ Spiral Small: 89 x 160mm
- myNo™ Spiral Medium: 170 x 220mm
- myNo™ Spiral Large: 207 x 268mm

Our myNo Spiral works with the following diary covers:

- Brandhide
- Eurohide
- Duet*
- Kensington*
- Balmoral*
- Windsor*
- Oxford Leather *

*Not available in Medium (Statesman) size

Call us for a quote today

www.giltedged.co.uk  |  01604 671671  |  sales@giltedged.co.uk
Meeting Book

Available in two sizes, the Meeting Book is your perfect companion if you are required to attend meetings on a regular basis. This product will help you get organised and can be used to document meeting notes.

Optional extras

Standard Features

**A4 - Wire Hard Cover**
- 210 x 297mm
- 100gsm paper
- 160 pages
- Durable hard cover with metal wire binding
- 8 pages of planning and useful information

**A5 - Wire Hard Cover**
- 148 x 210mm
- 80gsm paper
- 160 pages
- Durable hard cover with metal wire binding
- 8 pages of planning and useful information

Standard colour

Silver

Lined and gridded note pages for brainstorming ideas.
Record who was present, notes, actions and to-do-lists.

For more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.
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Talk to us about your branding requirements
Our exciting range of desk and wall calendars gives you the perfect way to promote your business. Calendars are loved and used throughout the year, keeping your brand in front of the eyes of your customers or prospects. Talk to us about our high quality custom calendars and the wide variety of branding options. Depending on your requirements you have two standard themes to choose from, or you can have a completely bespoke calendar including your own images. Please ask to see our latest collections.

‘I was meant to use a well-known UK brand for office supplies, but in the past the quality and the service from Gilt Edged has been so excellent that I ended up purchasing my notebooks and calendars from them again. The Gilt Edged products really helped to promote my company to the customers especially when adding the company logo and details to the products.’

Simon Willoughby
Dow Chemical Company
Wall Calendars

Wall calendars are a great way of keeping your organisation’s details in front of the eyes of your customers or prospects. Produced in stunning, high quality print, Gilt Edged wall calendars really make your organisation stand out. Each calendar comes with a high quality white protective cardboard envelope suitable for posting.

Themes
- British Scenes
- World Wildlife

Images shown are representative only. Images will change for 2019 calendars, call us for more details.

Standard Features
One Month To View Wall Calendar
- Open Size: 425 x 297mm
- Closed Size: 210 x 297mm
- Postage friendly, posts as a large letter
- 13 leaves wiro bound at the centre
- 250 gsm.

Day Format Options
- Jotter
  - One square per day
- Lines
  - One line per day

Bespoke Calendars
Our Bespoke Calendars are designed to match your branding using your corporate colour, logos and fonts. You can include your own collection of images to create a truly unique calendar.
We can also include entries to promote company events, marketing opportunities or industry events.
See page 28 for more details.

Interested in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!
Compact Wall Calendars

Our compact wall calendars allow a month’s view at a time and provide excellent promotional opportunities. Each compact wall calendar comes with a high quality white protective cardboard envelope suitable for posting.

Standard Features
One Month To View Compact Wall Calendar
Size: 210 x 297mm
Postage friendly, posts as a large letter.
7 leaves wiro bound at the top.
250gsm.

Day Format Options
Jotter
One square per day

Lines
One line per day

Themes
British Scenes
World Wildlife

Images shown are representative only and will change for 2019 calendars, call us for details.

Interested in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!

Bespoke Calendars
Our Bespoke Calendars are designed to match your branding using your corporate colour, logos and fonts. You can include your own collection of images to create a truly unique calendar.

We can also include entries to promote company events, marketing opportunities or industry events.

See page 28 for more details
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Desk Calendars

Desk calendars offer an ideal option for those with limited space on their workstations, or with no wall space. Small enough to place on a desk, this calendar allows strong promotional opportunities and can be fully custom made. Each desk calendar comes with a high-quality white protective cardboard envelope suitable for posting.

**Themes**

- British Scenes
- World Wildlife

*Images shown are representative only. Images will change for 2019 calendars, call us for more details.*

**Standard Features**

**One Month To View Desk Calendar**

- Size: 100 x 235mm
- Postage friendly
- 13 leaves wire bound at the top
- 250gsm

**Day Format Options**

- **Jotter**
  - One square per day
- **Lines**
  - One line per day

**Bespoke Calendars**

Our Bespoke Calendars are designed to match your branding using your corporate colour, logos and fonts. You can include your own collection of images to create a truly unique calendar. We can also include entries to promote company events, marketing opportunities or industry events.

See page 28 for more details.

Interest in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!

BEST SELLER

[www.giltged.co.uk](http://www.giltged.co.uk)  |  01604 671671  |  sales@giltged.co.uk

See page 28 for more details.
Bespoke Calendars

By using your own images, fonts and branding, we can help you to create a calendar unique to you. Show off your products or services each month or choose an original theme that best reflects your company, the choice is yours.

How to supply your own images

Ideally you will have your own collection of 12 images that we can use. As long as these are of a good enough resolution, we can use or adapt them for use on your calendar.

If you do not have images or would like a particular theme, we advise that you use an online service like Shutterstock. As long as you are not reselling your calendars, a cheaper standard image licence will be fine. If you are going to sell your calendars, you will need to purchase the images with a more expensive enhanced image licence.

We cannot purchase the images for you as we would always require an enhanced licence as technically we would be selling them to you.

A set of 12 images with a standard licence on Shutterstock costs around £90. The same images with an enhanced licence are around £700.

Standard Sizes

One Month To View Wall Calendar

Open Size: 425 x 297mm
Closed Size: 210 x 297mm
Postage friendly, posts as a large letter.
13 leaves wiro bound at the centre.
250 gsm.

One Month To View Compact Wall Calendar

Size: 210 x 297mm
Postage friendly, posts as a large letter.
7 leaves wiro bound at the top.
250gsm.

One Month To View Desk Calendar

Size: 100 x 235mm
Postage friendly.
13 leaves wiro bound at the top.
250gsm.

Day Format Options

Jotter
One square per day

Lines
One line per day

Interested in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!
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Diaries are perfect promotional gifts. They deliver your message all year round whilst being genuinely useful to your staff or customers. We manufacture our own range of diaries and believe in offering diaries that are subtle, refined and exude class. Whether you choose your diary from the standard range or decide to go with a completely bespoke option, you can be assured that the end product will be of unparalleled quality. We use only the finest materials and designs topped with over 30 years of diary crafting experience. Your branding options are endless and with our free in house design service there is a solution for every brand.

“Our diaries have arrived today and my boss is very impressed! They look of high quality and we absolutely love the colour choice.”

Yvonne Beaumont, Anthony Axford Limited
Diary layouts

Gilt Edged diaries are available in a variety of different formats. The most popular layout tends to be ‘week to view’. See here the available options for you to choose from.

Binding options

- **Book bound**: Using traditional methods the pages are gathered, stitched and bound to create a classic book style diary.
- **Spiral bound**: By binding the diary pages with a comb, the diary and cover are able to lay flat.

International editions

We also offer an international edition which features the following 6 languages: English, German, Spanish, French, Dutch & Italian.

Irish information & maps

Option to change spiral pocket information section and maps to an Irish edition.

Senator

**Weekly to View Portrait**

- **Details**
  - Book bound 89 x 160 mm | Spiral bound 89 x 160mm
  - Available in cream or white 80gsm paper
  - 13 month (cream spiral bound only)
  - Information section with full colour maps
  - 6 language international spiral version available

- **Available materials**
  - Infinity
  - Oxford Leather
  - Windsor
  - Balmoral
  - Brandhide
  - Eurohide
  - Leathertex
  - Laminate

Congressman

**Weekly to View Landscape**

- **Details**
  - Book bound 160 x 89 mm | Spiral bound 160 x 89mm
  - Available in cream 80gsm paper
  - 13 month
  - Information section with full colour maps
  - 6 language international spiral version available

- **Available materials**
  - Infinity
  - Oxford Leather
  - Windsor
  - Balmoral
  - Brandhide
  - Eurohide
  - Duet
  - Eurohide
  - Leathertex
  - Laminate

Diplomat

**Weekly to View Portrait with Notes**

- **Details**
  - Book bound 89 x 160 mm
  - Spiral bound 89 x 160mm
  - Available in cream 80gsm paper
  - 13 month
  - Information section with full colour maps
  - 6 language international spiral version available

- **Available materials**
  - Infinity
  - Oxford Leather
  - Windsor
  - Balmoral
  - Brandhide
  - Eurohide
  - Duet
  - Eurohide
  - Leathertex
  - Laminate

Candidate

**Slim Weekly to View Portrait**

- **Details**
  - Book bound 79 x 169 mm
  - Available in cream 80gsm paper
  - 13 month
  - Information section with full colour maps

- **Available materials**
  - Infinity
  - Brandhide
  - Serif
  - Laminate

Ambassador

**Quarto Weekly to View**

- **Details**
  - Book bound 210 x 270mm
  - Spiral bound 207 x 268mm
  - Available in cream or white 100gsm paper
  - 13 month
  - Information section with full colour maps
  - 6 language international version (13 month cream only)

- **Available materials**
  - Infinity
  - Oxford Leather
  - Windsor
  - Balmoral
  - Brandhide
  - Duet
  - Eurohide
  - Serif
  - Leathertex
  - Laminate
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**Statesman**

Compact week to view

Details
- Book bound 170 x 220mm
- Spiral bound 169 x 220mm
- Available in cream 80gsm paper
- 13 month
- Information section with full colour maps

Available materials
- Infinity
- Laminate
- Brandhide
- Eurohide
- Leathertex

**President**

A4 page a day

Details
- Size 210 x 297 mm
- Available in cream 80gsm paper
- 12 month with information section
- Saturday and Sunday share a page
- Ribbon marker

Available materials
- Infinity
- Leathertex
- Laminate

**Baron**

A5 page a day

Details
- Size 148 x 210 mm
- Available in cream 80gsm paper
- 12 month with information section
- Saturday and Sunday share a page
- Ribbon marker

Available materials
- Infinity
- Brandhide
- Serif
- Leathertex

**Spiral bound cover options**

Our pocket spirolux covers come in two versions, standard and executive. Our desk spirolux covers all come as executive.

Pocket standard
- Clear plastic credit card and ticket pocket
- Page marker

Pocket executive
- Material lined with credit card pockets

Desk Ambassador / Statesman Executive
- Material lined with credit card pockets
Leathertext

Our Leathertext diary cover is made from a light grain material, which is both strong and durable. This material is hard and therefore long lasting. Available in book bound only.

Optional extras
- Standard colours
  - Black
  - Blue
  - Burgundy
  - Green
  - Red
- Pen loops, pens & pencils
- Printed wraps
- Foil blocking
- Metallic corners

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35.

Pocket
- Senator - Week to view portrait
- Congressman - Week to view landscape
- Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

Desk
- Ambassador - Quarto week to view
- Statesman - Compact week to view
- President - A4 page a day
- Baron - A5 page a day

Talk to us about your branding requirements

For more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.
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Diary layouts

Standard colours

Options
- Foil blocking

Options
- Printed wraps

Options
- Metallic corners

Options
- Pen loops, pens & pencils

Options
- Printed wraps
Serif

The modern Serif diary cover is a grained material with a light sheen. Its sleek design and traditional colours allow a wonderful background for any brand. This diary cover is available in book bound only.

Optional extras

Publicity pages
Pen loops, pencils
Blind embossing
Foil blocking
Boxes
For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.

Diary layouts

Pocket
Candidate - Slim week to view portrait

Desk
Ambassador - Quarto week to view
Baron - A5 page a day

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35

Standard colours

Black
Blue
Burgundy
Navy
Red

Get your no obligation quote today
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For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.
Infinity

Infinity is our most versatile diary cover with endless personalisation possibilities. It comes coloured to your specification and with delightfully textured patterns. Choose either from one of our standard patterns or we can create a completely bespoke, unique pattern for you. Free your mind and imagine the diary you’ve always wanted… You can achieve this with Infinity.

Diary layouts

Pocket
- Senator - Week to view portrait
- Candidate - Slim week to view portrait
- Congressman - Week to view landscape
- Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

Desk
- Ambassador - Quarto week to view
- Statesman - Compact week to view
- Baron - A5 page a day
- President - A4 page a day

Optional extras

- Publicity pages
- Pen & pencil
- Printed wraps
- Boxes
- Corners

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35

How to create your own unique Infinity diary

- Choose a diary size and format
- Choose any Pantone Colour
- Choose or create an Infinity pattern finish
- Choose any extra you require

Available from 500 units

For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.
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Talk to us about your branding requirements
Laminate

This is our complete custom cover option as your design can wrap around the notebook from cover to cover including the spine. Any images and photographs can be integrated as part of the design.

Optional extras

Publicity pages
Pen & pencil loops
Metallic corners
Cover printed in full colour
For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.

Features

Full colour cover
Tough and durable
Glass or matt finish
Design service

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32 - 35.

Diary layouts

Pocket
Senator - Week to view portrait
Candidate - Slim week to view portrait
Congressman - Week to view landscape
Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

Desk
Ambassador - Quarto week to view
Statesman - Compact week to view
President - A4 page a day
Baron - A5 page a day
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Need inspiration? Talk to us about making the most of your diary.
Brandhide

This material has a stylish, contemporary appearance with a soft matt effect and stitched border. It certainly is one of our most popular diary materials, and has a wonderfully smooth and sleek finish.

Optional extras
- Metallic corners
- Blind embossing
- Full colour DigiFlex printing
- Printed wraps
- Pen loops
- DigiFlex printing

For more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.

Diary layouts
- Pocket
  - Senator - Week to view portrait
  - Candidate - Slim week to view portrait
  - Congressman - Week to view landscape
  - Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes
- Desk
  - Ambassador - Quarto week to view
  - Statesman - Compact week to view
  - Baron - All page a day

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32 - 35

Standard colours
- Black
- Blue
- Burgundy
- Green
- Grey
- Navy
- Red
- Tan

† Spiral bound only
The Eurohide diary cover is manufactured from a high quality PU. The material is enriched with the style and characteristics of real leather. This diary cover is popular because of its durability and contemporary look.

**Optional extras**

**Publicity pages**

**Pens & pencils**

**Blind embossing**

**Foil blocking**

**Boxes**

**Printed wraps**

**Pen loops and corners**

For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.

**Talk to us about your branding requirements**

---

**Eurohide**

---

**Diary layouts**

**Pocket**
- Senator - Week to view portrait
- Congressman - Week to view landscape
- Diplomat - Week to view landscape

**Desk**
- Ambassador - Quarto week to view
- Statesman - Compact week to view

† Spiral bound only

**Standard colours**

- Black
- Blue
- Burgundy
- Green
- Navy
- Red*

*Red only available as a spiral pocket standard cover

---

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35
Duet

A classic Duet is a versatile diary cover and a highly popular design. This stylish but tough diary cover has been created by stitching together two contrasting colours of soft touch material. It features a matt finish and a stitched border.

Optional extras

- Standard colours:
  - Black/Tan
  - Black/Red
  - Blue/Red
  - Grey/Black
  - Grey/Blue

Diary layouts

- Pocket:
  - Senator - Week to view portrait
  - Congressman - Week to view landscape
  - Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

- Desk:
  - Ambassador - Quarto week to view

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35

Standard colours

- Black/Red
- Black/Tan
- Blue/Red
- Grey/Black
- Grey/Blue

Spiral bound diary cover

Duet is a cover for our spiral diary inserts. Not available in book bound. See pages 32-35 for available formats.
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Talk to us about your branding requirements
Kensington

If you are looking for a diary with a modern design then the Kensington diary cover could be the right choice for you. The Kensington design comes with an elasticated strap for additional convenience and a stitched border detail, both as standard. It is made from a soft touch material with a matt finish.

Diary layouts

Pocket
Senator - Week to view portrait
Congressman - Week to view landscape
Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

Desk
Ambassador - Quarto week to view

Spiral bound diary cover
Kensington is a cover for our spiral diary inserts. Not available in book bound.

Optional extras

Blind embossing
Printed wraps
Pen & pencil loops
Option P/N

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35

Required extras

Full colour DigiFlex printing
Metallic corners

For more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.

Standard colours

Black
Blue
Red
Green

Spiral bound only
Executive cover only

For more about our standard colours, see pages 58 - 67.
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Request your no obligation quote today
Balmoral

Our Balmoral design diary cover has a stylish finish combining a smooth matt finish and a matching textured material on the spine. Balmoral comes in four colours with a stitched border creating a contemporary look.

Diary layouts

Pocket
- Senator - Week to view portrait
- Congressman - Week to view landscape

Congressman - Week to view portrait with notes

Desk
- Ambassador - Quarto week to view

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35

Standard colours

Black
Green
Navy
Tan

Optional extras

Standard colours
- Black
- Green
- Navy
- Tan

Spiral bound
- Only

Executive cover
- Only

Spiral bound diary cover

Balmoral is a cover for our spiral diary inserts. Not available in book bound.

See pages 32-35 for available formats

Talk to us about your branding requirements
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Windsor

Our luxurious Windsor diary cover is made from a leather effect material and comes in four traditional colours. The Windsor cover is available in our ‘Executive’ design. Its features include contrast border stitching, a distinctive popper clasp and a pen loop.

Optional extras

Publicity pages
Pens & pencils
Blind embossing
Foil blocking
Boxes
Printed wraps
Metallic corners

For more about our optional extras, see pages 56 - 67.

Diary layouts

Pocket
Senator - Week to view portrait
Congressman - Week to view landscape
Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

Deck
Ambassador - Quarto week to view

Spiral bound diary cover
Windsor is a cover for our spiral diary inserts. Not available in book bound.

See pages 32-35 for available formats.

Standard colours

Pocket
Black
Burgundy
Navy

Executive

Contact us for a quote today

www.giltedged.co.uk  |  01604 671671  |  sales@giltedged.co.uk
If you desire a diary with covers made from genuine leather then Oxford is the right choice for you. With a high quality look and feel the Oxford diary cover delivers just what you expect from a classic material, in three traditional colours.

**Diary layouts**

- **Pocket**
  - Senator - Week to view portrait
  - Congressman - Week to view landscape
  - Diplomat - Week to view portrait with notes

- **Desk**
  - Ambassador - Quarto week to view

**Standard colours**

- Black
- Burgundy
- Navy

**Optional extras**

- **Standard colours**
  - Black
  - Burgundy
  - Navy

- **Options**
  - Blind embossing
  - Metallic corners
  - Foil blocking
  - Spiral bound
  - Executive cover
  - Publicity pages
  - Pens & pencils
  - Printed wraps
  - Pen loops

For more details on diary layouts see pages 32-35

To learn more about our optional extras, see pages 58 - 67.

Spiral bound diary cover

Oxford Leather is a cover for our spiral diary inserts. Not available in book bound. See pages 32-35 for available formats.

For more about our branding requirements, see pages 58 - 67.
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Talk to us about your branding requirements
Making the potential of your product with a wide variety of branding opportunities and optional extras. Over the next few pages we have highlighted all of these options available for you.

Make your diary or notebook truly your own with blocking or engraving, achieving a desirable personalisation. All these things add more to your product and provides a memorable customer experience adding value to the end user.

All optional extras offer outstanding value for money. You will find that the results are superb and make your product stand out ensuring they are something people will love to keep and to use.

Create a product you have always wanted!
DigiFlex printing

DigiFlex is the latest exciting branding technology to inspire and innovate your promotional notebooks and diaries. Using this printing method you are able to have single or full colour images and logo designs on co-ordinating or contrasting cover colours. The results are simply stunning. By utilising the latest High Definition UV digital print technologies, DigiFlex printing produces photographic quality with greater colour tone and depth. It produces amazing results with the added benefit of being flexible so your images will not have hairline fractures or picture splitting.

For an exceptional level of detail we can offer laser engraving for personalising your notebook or diary covers. Please note different materials produce slightly different effects. Please contact us for more information.

www.giltedged.co.uk | 01604 671671 | sales@giltedged.co.uk

Blocking

Works brilliantly with our Brandhide and Leathertex based products

We have a selection of Notebooks, Journals and Diaries using these materials.

Notebooks see page 6 & 8
Journals see page 14
Diaries see pages 36, 44, 46, 50 & 52

Personalise your diary and notebook covers either with your logo or a chosen design. One of the popular methods for this is blocking. This technique is available either as blind embossing (no colour) or foil blocking with one of the many available colours. Please contact us for more details.
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Laser engraving

Metallic foil
Blind embossing
Colour foil
Screen printing

Works brilliantly with our Brandhide and Leathertex based products

We have a selection of Notebooks, Journals and Diaries using these materials.

Notebooks see page 6 & 8
Journals see page 14
Diaries see pages 36, 44, 46, 50 & 52

For an exceptional level of detail we can offer laser engraving for personalising your notebook or diary covers. Please note different materials produce slightly different effects. Please contact us for more information.
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Promotional pens and pencils add quality to your diary or notebook, and help the user to get organised. Please contact us for details.

Pen loops

Add some practicality to your product with a pen loop. It can complement your overall branding and bring an added quality feel to the product.

Companion inserts

Companion Inserts are handy as they can make your every day life more manageable! They are utilised mainly with pocket diaries, and can be used with your diary insert and cover. Choose from notebooks, address books, to-do-lists and more.

Printed wraps

Promotional wraps deliver the end user a unique product experience when unwrapping the product ready for use. We can apply your branding, a personal message or a campaign ‘call to action’ onto the wrap. Printed in full colour they wrap around your notebook or diary covers giving them a luxurious look.

Document pockets

Enhance your notebook experience even further by adding a handy document pocket. This is a convenient tool for storing away tickets, receipts or other loose notes. Document pockets are available for all our myNo notebooks and journals.
When you want your product to truly stand out then present it in bespoke packaging. We also offer many off the shelf options to choose from.

Our diary and notebook covers can be integrated with a USB drive giving you many creative options for documenting and sharing your notes. Dare to be different!

These are the standard year date options available for you. Choose the style that best complements your overall diary look and feel.

Go for a luxury feel with diary and notebook ribbons. They come in various colours or alternatively can be printed according to your needs. These are standard in our desk book bound diaries.

By using metal diary corners you will achieve a more traditional style for your diary, also adding durability. Choose from many finishes and colours.

The elasticated straps hold your notebook or diary shut for security, and make it easier for you to carry it around. They also help if you ever have loose bits of paper or notes inside the covers. Available in various colours or in bespoke alternatives.

When you want your product to truly stand out then present it in bespoke packaging. We also offer many off the shelf options to choose from.

Our diary and notebook covers can be integrated with a USB drive giving you many creative options for documenting and sharing your notes. Dare to be different!

These are the standard year date options available for you. Choose the style that best complements your overall diary look and feel.

Go for a luxury feel with diary and notebook ribbons. They come in various colours or alternatively can be printed according to your needs. These are standard in our desk book bound diaries.

By using metal diary corners you will achieve a more traditional style for your diary, also adding durability. Choose from many finishes and colours.

The elasticated straps hold your notebook or diary shut for security, and make it easier for you to carry it around. They also help if you ever have loose bits of paper or notes inside the covers. Available in various colours or in bespoke alternatives.
The majority of our diary customers include advertising pages to enhance their diaries. These can be used, for example, to raise your brand awareness, for providing key contact details, mission statements or calls to action.

Advertising pages

Bespoke diaries

Bespoke diaries take your promotional diary concept to a whole new level.

Whether you require a special cover material, a specific colour or a full colour printed cover, you will find we have the options available for you. We can also offer full custom print of the inner pages and layouts. Create layouts from scratch to match your branding, add your own pages and take control of the content.

With bespoke diaries the options are endless!

Minimum order quantities apply, 4000 pocket or 2000 desk diaries.

Talk to us about your bespoke diary requirements